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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This Green Infrastructure Strategy relates to land within, or
originating from, Duchy of Cornwall Estate.

THE WIDER CONTEXT

PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT

VISION

This proposal sees a new urban extension of approximately
3700 new homes and approximately 3700 jobs at Nansledan to
the east of Newquay. It is to be a scheme that is an exemplar
of sustainable development.

The green infrastructure strategy is cognisant of the site’s
contextual relationship with the existing town and its wider
landscape setting.

The purpose of this document is to consolidate and rationalise
previous strategy documents into one single point of reference.
This document will combine relevant elements of the water
strategy, the food strategy and the pattern book as these form
vital components within the green infrastructure approach.

The over arching vision for the proposed development of
Nansledan is to create a new development which is grounded
in Cornish culture, character and appearance so that it is in
balance with its setting, of its place.

The site is irregular in shape and the habitat is mainly open
fields with hedgerows with areas of scrub. This habitat type
is typical of the slightly gravelly clay soil conditions. The site
is level/ gently undulating in the east of the site, but slopes
moderately down to the west/ northwest in central and
western areas. The site comprises several grassed fields. The
field boundaries are typically earth mounds and/ or cornish
hedgerows. Mature deciduous trees border the far north of the
site.
The overarching goal of the green infrastructure strategy is
to determine the nature, location and timetable for delivery of
site wide green infrastructure at the outset of the development
process. This will ensure that the ongoing masterplanning
design decisions taken on a phase by phase basis do
not compromise the ultimate provision of fully integrated,
comprehensive and sustainable green infrastructure (GI) that
meets the needs of all future residents. For example, it will
be important to ensure that there is sufficient formal outdoor
recreation space within convenient walking distance for each
development phase on completion.
A similar approach will be adopted for other GI components
such as Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS), public
open space, street design and the incorporation of allotments
and community orchards to encourage sustainable food
production.
In order to achieve seamless integration of these green
infrastructure components as the development proceeds, a
unified design and implementation process will ensure that
each element is not considered in isolation with the other. The
aim will be to create virtuous circles within the development
whereby each component fulfils more then one function, in
support of the Duchy’s sustainable vision.
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The topography is strongly defined by the east-west orientation
of the Chapel Stream valley, its flood plain and tributaries. The
site slopes downwards towards the stream valley from the
plateau on the ridge lines to the north-east and south. Long
open views across the site are afforded from these elevated
ridge lines. The land to the south of Gusti Vean slopes steeply
towards the stream, as does the land to the south east of the
railway line.
The majority of the site is divided into fields defined by
perimeter hedgerows and Cornish hedges, with pockets of
semi improved, marshy grassland. To the east of Quintrell
Road the fields are mainly arable. To the west of the site, south
of the stream adjacent to Trevenson Road, the fields retain
a medieval strip pattern which form strong visual lines in the
landscape.
Trees are a less common feature of the North Cornish
landscape due to the strong winds and relatively poor
ground conditions. Within the site, they occur sporadically
in hedgerows and are predominantly Sessile Oak (Quercus
petraea) and Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna). A group of
Monterey Pines (Pinus radiata) lies to the southern side of
the site along the ridge line parallel with the A392 West Road.
These are prominent ‘landmark’ trees which define the horizon
when looking across the site from the north-east and northwest. Other significant tree groups include the copse at the
head of the limestone spring to the eastern tributary of the
Chapel Stream. Species alongside the Chapel Steam and its
tributaries include Alder (Alnus glutinosa) and Willow (Salix
caprea).

DELIVERY
This document sets out a considered approach on to how
deliver the proposals through phasing. Each phase will
be associated with important infrastructure, green space,
community facilities and public amenity space responding to
the growing population.
The site is divided into residential, non-residential and green
infrastructure phases showing how the proposed development
will be delivered over a number of years.
Delivering the vision will be through implementation of a
multitude of elements which read as one character and
harmonise with the local context. Careful consideration and
locally informed built form architecture, materials used and
native trees and plants for example are some of the small
components that will matter in building the larger picture.

Green Infrastructure
FIGURE 1.1 - SITE LOCATION PLAN

FIGURE 1.2 - LINKING GREEN AND BLUE INFRASTRUCTURE
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